
From: bkssmith@vodafone.co.nz
Sent: Wednesday, 29 June 2016 5:13 p.m.
To: Chch Plan - Info
Subject: Topic 9.4 -Significant Trees - Tree Number T568

Dear Victoria

Many thanks for your letter dated 24 June regarding the Schedule of Significant Trees.  Tree Number T568 is a Common Lime situated at 88C Clyde Road.

We are very pleased that you did contact us to advise that this tree had been added back to the scheduled list as we certainly would like to make a case for having it
removed from the schedule.

We have lived at this address for around 20 years and, indeed, we would never have purchased the house if we hadn't had an appreciation of the trees around us.  This
particular tree is right at our front door (the house has pretty much been built around it) and would probably be around 20-25 m high.   We have maintained it for this
period and, as you know doubt appreciate, this is a costly exercise.   However, our immediate problem is that this year we have been plagued by pigeons for the last 4-
5 months.  The University of Canterbury now has a Falcon which, unfortunately for us, has scared the pigeons off the university site and they've been endeavouring to
nest in our tree.  We have a number of concerns as follows:

(1)    They defecate profusely immediately at our front door which is a health hazard to us and also our little grandchildren who visit.   They can pass on psittacosis.

(2)    They have such an intense homing instinct  and they're pretty well impossible to deter/remove.  The nesting place they decided on is around 15 m up the tree
which is impossible for us to reach.

(3)    People have suggested we shoot or poison them, neither of which is a palatable option.

(4)    Our arborist has placed some spikes in the area they were trying to nest it but they are still returning to scope out the tree.

(5)   This problem has been pretty much "the straw that's broken the camel's back" for us after faulty earthquake repairs have consumed us for the last 4 years.  It has
been exceptionally stressful for Bruce who at nearly 73 years old never thought we would ever have such a problem.

(6)    Our family are concerned that during high winds, our lives are in danger from boughs breaking and falling on the roof and have actually taken us to their homes
during periods of excessive wind gusts.  Our neighbours (a lawyer!) have also raised this concern.

(7)    It creates a huge problem leaf-wise blocking spoutings and downpipes.  We have had to have our spouting replaced too frequently because of this problem.
Now that we need to get scaffolding to carry out this work, it is very costly.    This also creates problems for neighbours.

If this tree was to remain on the register and there needed to be removal of it (or part of it) it would involve us in the costly exercise of having to obtain consent for the
work and given that we are pensioners it would pretty well cripple us financially.  At this stage this is the furthest from our minds but given that we have been here 20
years and have never had a pigeon problem before, who knows what other problems may arise.

Our section is only 950 square metres and this tree really needs a couple of acres!

Sincerely

Karilyn & Bruce Smith
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